
Phone System RFP – Questions and Answers 

 

General Questions:  

1. Is there a way to respond to the questions earlier than the 20th on the website to allow 
us to prepare the full RFP before the 22nd? 

Answer:  There were too many questions to answer individually. 

2. How many phones in each of the locations will be low-use classroom phones and which 
will be normal use phones? 

Answer:  Please see table at the end of the questions for a better breakdown – 
conference phones were updated, so the total number has increased.  

3. What make and model is your current intercom system and speakers?  

Answer:  Four campuses only have PA speakers/amplifier with the speakerphone 
output ported over to the amplifier for all call announcements to the entire 
campus.  One campus has a Telcor intercom system. 

4. Your RFP states you have a 9-year old ShoreTel/Mitel system, and we presume that is an 
on-premise system, is that correct? 

Answer:  Yes.  

5. Our system is fully cloud-based except for switches and phone devices, is that an 
acceptable solution to you? 

Answer:  We are willing to look at other phone system options as well, for 
comparison to cost/operation. 

6. Your RFP doesn’t clarify whether or not you are interested in leasing this solution or if 
you would prefer to purchase equipment upfront and then just pay a month-to-month 
fee, can you please indicate your preference? 

Answer:  You can propose it both ways if you like. 

7. Are you currently using POE to power the current ShorTel/Mitel phones? Are they all 
POE, or are some using local power? Please provide a count of each? 

 
Answer:  All phones should be powered via POE switch. 



 
8. Do you have a network security gateway? 

 
Answer:  We currently have a firewall/content filter that serves as our local 
gateway and load balancer 

 
9. What brand, make and model is your intercom system? Does it reside on the network? 

 
Answer:  Four campuses only have a PA system, where we have the output of a 
VOIP phone's speaker patched into the PA amplifier.  The only campus still 
running on an actual intercom system is a C Telcor System. 

 
10. What is the total count of wall mount phones? 

 
Answer:  Currently the only campus with wall-mounted, basic phones is our High 
School.  At this time, I do not have an exact count, but you could extrapolate by 
knowing the business phones are not wall-mounted for that campus. 

 
11. Do you currently use Contact Center with your ShorTel/MiTel solution? Do you have a 

customer service group or billing group that needs call cueing? 
 
Answer:  No, we do not have call cueing currently. 

 
12. We sell and service multiple brand solutions. Are we allowed to submit multiple 

proposals?     
 

Answer:  I personally cannot see why you could not submit a bid for each 
optional brand you offer. 
 

13. Couple of questions on the RFP, and I know you are very busy and sorry to bother you 
with this, but if you could give us the count of phones just for the classrooms that would 
be great. 

 
Answer:  See the bottom of this Q/A document. 

 
14. I am counting the total number of telephone sets at 268 and was making sure on that as 

well, because we had a count of 350 phones when we initially came over to start this 
conversation. 

 
Answer:  Below, you will find I discovered each campus asked for additional 
conference phones.  Thus, the total ramped up somewhat, so we may find a few 
phones were missed during the question/walkthrough at each campus, thus we 
may need to purchase additional phones as needed.   

 



15. Are you open to a formal introduction to my organization via a quick video call? 
 

Answer:  Not at this time. 
 

16. Do you have a preferred provider and/or manufacture? 
 

Answer:  We are open to consider any brand/manufacturer. 
 

17. Does your organization prefer doing business with a HUB? 
 

Answer:  We have no preference. 
 

18. Are you open to an UCaaS solution by Mitel that offers? 
a. 99.99% guaranteed uptime in the contract 
b. Total cost of ownership actually lower than an on-prem 
c. Redundancy built into the solution 
d. Manufacturers their own phones – does not use a 3rd party device 
e. Easily scalable 
f. Checks every feature box you are looking for 
g. Advanced reporting 
h. Ease of management 
i. The only solution that will allow you to slowly migrate to the cloud via a hybrid 

approach, where you can have locations in the cloud while others still on the on-
prem, but they function together. I know this would be important if you are 
contractually obligated with some of your locations with a carrier. 

 
Answer:  All options are open for evaluation 

 

19. How many trunks (PRI/POTS) are available at each site in the existing BISD Telephone 
systems?  

Answer:  1 PRI / 23 PORTS 

20. What is the model of the existing paging system that BISD is using? 

Answer:  Four campuses merely use PA/Amplifier with speakerphone output 
ported to the amp and one campus has a Telcor system. 
 

21. Do you have server room available at every site where we can place our UC servers if 
necessary? If yes, do you have mounting rack available in that location? 
 

Answer:  We have a MDF room at each campus. Most likely, we would have 
extra space available for your servers. 



22. How many Paging speakers you have at each site? 

Answer:  At this time, I do not have a total number of ceiling speakers in the 
district. Currently, we are sufficiently handling announcements with a 
PA/Amplifier per campus, as well as the one campus that has a Telcor system. 

23. "The solution shall have no single point of failure and allow for outbound and inbound 
call in the event the data network is down;” – Please elaborate your requirement to 
answer the following questions:  

 

a. Will you have Trunks from two different service providers? 
 

Answer:  Yes we currently have to internet pipes currently,  subject to 
change 

 
b. How is your fiber connectivity? 

 
Answer:  All of our campuses are direct fiber connected to the main 
server room within the district. 

 
c. Is it a mesh network, and each site will have at least two connections from two 

different sites? What happens when a fiber connectivity to one site breaks? 
 

Answer:  If one campus goes down, all other campuses are still centrally 
connected to the main server room. 

 
 

d. What is the possibility to have independent Internet connection at every site? 
 

Answer:  No, it is not an option.  
 

e. Will you allow your phone calls routed over public internet during failure 
scenario? 

 
Answer:  Yes, we will consider that option. 

 
f.  Will you provide static IP(s) for each site, if necessary? 

 
Answer:  We can only provide internal static IP’s –  we cannot guarantee 
static public IP’s, except for maybe one. 

 



24.  You state “. . . provide better than five-9’s reliability.” – Please explain, what level of 
reliability you expect for control, Interfaces, Power Supply, Interconnection hardware? 

 
Answer:  100% uptime would be great, but obviously, maintenance, upgrades, 
uncontrollable events and acts of God make that impossible – Just requiring as 
robust a solution as possible. 

 
25. Do you want same model of IP phones for each station or you have categorized different 

types (e.g. executive, standard etc.) for users? Can we have counts of different types of 
IP phones? 

 
Answer:  Below the Q/A is an updated count for types of phones and quantity; 
just know that it may be adjusted as needed. 

 
 

26. How many conference phone you require at each site?  
 

Answer:  See chart below 
 
 
27. How many ACD users will you have? 

 
Answer:  I assume “Auto Attendant”.  We only have one setup to direct calls, to 
our various campuses, via caller input to questions. 

 
28. What do you mean by desktop call manager? How many desktop call managers you will 

need? 
 

Answer:  Just the one auto attendant. 
 

29. Do you need Mobility & UC feature for your users? 
 

Answer:  Would like anyone assigned a phone to have the ability to use a mobile 
app on their cell phone,  or take the desk phone home, and plug it into their 
network for at home or away office ability 

 
30. How many UC client you will require? 

 
Answer:  If understood, one per physical phone. 

 
31. How many total Operator Console do you need and where will they be located? 

 
Answer:  One, located at the central admin office. 

 



32. For the compliance with Ray Baum's Act, you are required to have SIP trunk, are you 
ready to migrate to SIP trunk from 'day zero' of the implementation work?   

 
Answer:  Yes, 911 service/directing of calls is an absolute must. 

 
33. For WAN failure scenario, you will require having local trunks (SIP/POTS/PRI), will you 

have local trunks for each site?  
 

Answer:  No. 
 

34. Do you need “call history log” for the proposed solution? 
 

Answer:  Yes, that would be preferred. 
 

35.  As we will have only 1 day to prepare our proposal after these clarification questions 
are answered, may we request for an extension of at least 3-4 business days for bid 
submission? 

 
Answer:  No. 
 

36. You provided a list of phone sets needed below; can you break up this list into # of sets 
for classroom and # of sets for offices/admin by location? 

 
Answer:  The, listing as best as we can determine right now will be at the end of 
this Q/A document. 

Page 4 -Reliability:  

1. You mention the need to operate when the data network is down or during a power 
outage.  Is it a requirement to be running even if your internal network is down? If so, 
do you already have a second Ethernet connection to each phone location that could be 
connected to a separate network, and do you have UPS’ for them? 
 

Answer:  No; and no, we do not have a second connection. 
 

2. Is it a requirement to keep running during a power outage? 

Answer:  No. 

a. If so, do you have POE switches in your IDFs/MDFs and are those switches 
connected to a UPS to maintain your network during a power outage? 

Answer:  Our switches are POE and are connected to UPS’s. 



Page 4 -Voice Quality: 

1. You mention QOS support required without any infrastructure upgrades. What is your 
current network infrastructure, and can it support QOS services? 

Answer:  Yes, Our infrastructure is 10 Gig fiber between campuses and 10 Gig 
fiber between all switches 

a. If yes, will we have access to that equipment to troubleshoot and adjust 
switch/router settings to achieve your desired goal? 

 
Answer:  Yes, Our infrastructure is 10 Gig fiber between campuses and 
10 Gig fiber between all switches. 

 

Page 6 -Response Format 

1. You state, “response shall include four soft copies of the proposal” - we presume 
that’s a typo and you mean hard copies (as referenced on Page 7’s timeline) - is this 
correct? 
 

Answer:  Yes, it was a typo.  It should state four hard copies or one soft (digital) 
copy. 

2. You state, “It shall be in the same format as the RFP document.” Are you asking us to 
“fill in the blanks” of your RFP doc or merely copy and paste your sections 3.x - 7.x 
into our response? 
 

Answer:  There are “Response” areas within the document to be filled out for 
nearly each line item, so yes, fill in the blanks. 

 

Page 7 -RFP Timeline 

1. (1.6)  You state you’ll post vendor questions to the district website on 10/20, but no link 
has been provided, please provide that link. 
 

Answer:  www.bonhamisd.org/562661_3.  Questions/Answers will be on the 
District Website under the Business Office page. 

2. (1.7.2 PRI lines) You state, “. . . any changes to PRI/outside lines will be handled within 
this project”. Since our solution is cloud-based, except for on premise network 
equipment and phones, it will be your responsibility to determine the final disposition of 
any of those lines once porting has been completed.  Is this acceptable? 

http://www.bonhamisd.org/562661_3


Answer:  I currently do not know the logistics of our contract with the local 
phone service, so that will have to be addressed at a later date. 

 

Page 26 -Pricing 

1. Cabling is to be included in our price but in order to determine what, if any, cabling is 
needed can you please provide those details, like: number of runs, distance from closed 
IDF, etc? 

Answer:  Cabling should all be existing, because we are swapping out existing 
phones with the new phones. 

 

Chart: (Phone request, breakdown by campus and type) 

Campus 
Basic 

Phone 
Administrator Phone Conference Phone 

Additional VM Box (no phone) 

Admin 1 16 1 

BHS 52 8 2 

LHR 34 7 1 

IWE 38 8 1 

FO 48 9 1 

BI 17 8 1 

FCSSA 10 5 1 

Maint/Transp 2 3 0 

Ag Barn 1 0 0 

Stadium 1 0 0 

TOTALS 204 64 8 

 


